
listener.sh: this is nothing else than a script that listens to on a specific port (56001 TCP - 
but you can change it) in order to trigger the next script (downloader.sh)
downloader.sh: this script gets triggered by listener.sh and it’s responsible for connecting 
to the camera and download the content of the SD card
.email.config: configuration file for the e-mail client in order to receive alert e-mails from 
the script downloader.sh

You can download the scripts from the following link:

URL: https://www.mobotix.com/other/Share/Folder-20
Password: bx2hJzQf 

Here are the instructions to start the script:
1. If you are working with a Linux OS you can skip this step.

For Windows OS only: download and install CygWin (Linux emulator) and make 
sure to include the following components:

- wget - Utility to retrieve file from the WWW via HTTP and FTP
- awk - An interpreted programming language designed for text processing
- email - Command line sending of e-mails with attachments

2. Download and install ncat from the following link: https://nmap.org/download.html

3. Open the Terminal window (CygWin for Windows OS) and create a path for ncat as 
follows:

export PATH=$PATH:<ncat_dir_path>

Of course you need to replace <ncat_dir_path> with the directory of ncat. This 
will allow to simply type “ncat” from within the script to start the program.
NOTE: I decided to use ncat instead of nc because ncat is able to handle 
simultaneous connections.

4. Extract and modify the .email.config file in order to receive notification e-mails from 
the script. Such a file should be put in the home directory of the user.

SMTP_SERVER = '<smtp_address>'
SMTP_PORT = '<smtp_port>'
MY_NAME  = '<your_name>'
MY_EMAIL = '<your_email_address>'
SMTP_AUTH_USER = '<your_user_ID>'
SMTP_AUTH_PASS = '<your_password>'

5. Create a folder called “BackupSD" and put the scripts listener.sh and 
downloader.sh in it.

6. From the terminal use the following commands to assign executable rights to the 
scripts:

cd <BackupSD_path> 
chmod +x listener.sh
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chmod +x downloader.sh

7. Make sure that the variable archive_dir within the script listener.sh and 
downloader.sh is properly setup (give it an existing path).

8. Now you can start the script with the following command:

./<BackupSD_path>/listener.sh -
m recipient1@address.com, recipient2@address.com

By doing this the script will be listening on port 56001 TCP for requests.

9. Create a new user on the camera (e.g. script:script) with standard user rights (no 
Admin rights required!). By doing this we will ensure that the script will never mess 
up with the camera configuration.

10. Within the camera configuration create an IP Notify profile that sends a Raw TCP/
IP message to the PC on port 56001. The text of the message should be as follows:

$(ID.ET0) $(ID.FIP) $(ID.NAM)

User name and password of the camera (i.e. script:script) for the connection are 
specified within the script downloader.sh.

11. Create a Time Task or use any kind of events to trigger the IP Notify profile. The 
download will start as soon as the TCP message is received by listener.sh.
In case of an ongoing download on the same camera the script will disregard the 
message and will carry on with the ongoing download.

The fist time you will trigger the download for a specific camera the script will create the 
folder structure and will retrieve the whole content of the SD card (this may take up to 
several minutes depending on the amount of data within the SD card and the available 
bandwidth). In any case all the downloads are split in 50 sequence files each so that the 
size of each file will not exceed 1GB. If something goes wrong with the download the script 
will try to connect to the camera again and resume the downoad. All the downloaded files 
will be stored in the folder specified in the variable called archive_dir within the scripts 
listener.sh and downloader.sh.

Let me know if you need further clarification.
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